Wireless Outdoor Motion Sensors


PROTECTION BEYOND THE PERIMETER

Honeywell
Although you rely on your security system to protect your property and possessions inside your home, you may be overlooking a critical part of the solution...the outside. Honeywell’s Wireless Outdoor Motion Sensor is a unique new security solution that expands protection beyond the perimeter—keeping you aware of what’s going on around the exterior of your home while creating a safer environment.

**Enhanced Awareness and Protection**
- Monitors activity around your property—alerting you when movement is detected around areas like driveways and pools via keypad chimes, videos or e-mails
- Provides excellent protection for boats, sheds, trailers, barbecues, detached garages and other outdoor valuables
- Connects to your existing security system and can be monitored by a central station 24/7

**Picture-Perfect Solution**
- The sensors can work with cameras around the exterior of your home to provide you with an added level of protection and awareness
- You can program your system to record video around areas like pools or side entrances when motion is detected and you’re away
- Great way to keep an eye on vacation homes and investment properties

**No Mess**
Installation is quick, easy and clean. There’s no need to hire subcontractors or electricians to trench, excavate and repair landscaping, patios, pavement and surrounding areas.

**Pet-Friendly Protection**
The sensor contains two passive infrared (PIR) detectors that must be tripped in order to declare an alarm—providing immunity to false alarm sources like pets, small animals and other outdoor disturbances.

**Whole-House Protection**
Honeywell’s Wireless Outdoor Motion Sensors are an excellent complement to your existing security system—providing you with a higher level of awareness, peace of mind and the complete, whole-house protection you deserve. Ask your security professional for details about how you can extend the indoor protection you enjoy to the outdoors today!

*Get Connected!*
You can opt to combine the wireless sensors with Honeywell Total Connect™ Remote Services, which let you utilize the Internet and various mobile devices to receive updates about activity in and around your home from any remote location.
- Receive email alerts and notification via your PC, laptop, mobile phone, iPhone®, iPad® and Android™ when the sensor sees an object that triggers an alarm
- Get the information you need instantly so you can decide what action to take
- Customize the system to trigger an alarm in several ways, including sending a message, recording from a video camera or chiming a keypad
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